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About LU & PURE at LU
A world-class university that works to understand, explain and improve our world and the human condition.

8 faculties: Engineering, Science, Law, Social sciences, Medicine, Humanities & theology, Economics & management, Fine & performing arts

7400 employees…

40,000 students…

… at 3 campuses in Lund, Helsingborg & Malmö

Students and researchers from over 130 countries
Adding yet another module: From Equipment to Infrastructure
What is an infrastructure at LU?
Challenges with implementing yet another module…
Adding yet another module

Challenges

- After all… it is an administrative system
- Finding the right stakeholders
- Identifying the core purpose with the module
- Finding and re-defining communication channels in relation to different stakeholders
Steps for adding a new module, LU-style

**Step 1: preparation**
1) Define the purpose of the new module
2) Identify core stakeholders
3) Re-define the purpose in relation to the core stakeholders ideas and experiences

**Step 2: implementation**
1) Identify stakeholders in a wider sense
2) Establish purpose
3) Establish structure for feedback and development

**Step 3: operating phase**
1) Establish routines for registration, policies and support for all stakeholders (eg. researchers, PI:s, administrators etc)
2) Communicate purpose again and again and…
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